INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Due to recent technical advances in development of direct electron detectors, cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) has become a key technology in structural biology ([@B1]) that now even allows *de novo* modeling of side chains in well-resolved parts ([@B2],[@B3]). In cryo-EM density maps resolved at sub-nanometer resolution ([@B4]), secondary structure elements or backbone traces can be identified and modeled ([@B5],[@B6]). Therefore, fast and easy to use methods for modeling loops, helices or sheets into cryo-EM density maps are in great demand.

Here, we present the FragFit web-application for modeling of missing segments into cryo-EM density maps of proteins. FragFit employs a classical fragment-based approach for modeling of segments in proteins ([@B7]) and uses the local fit to a given cryo-EM density map for re-scoring. FragFit works very well for a broad spectrum of resolutions, but provides best results for maps with resolutions of at least 12 Å ([@B10]). Test cases are available for high (\<4 Å), medium (6 Å) and low resolution (8.9 Å). FragFit can be used to model or remodel parts of proteins for which cryo-EM density maps are available. It has been proven to guide modeling of poorly resolved flexible loops in ribosome bound initiation factor-2, which cryo-EM density map was resolved at a global map resolution of 3.7 Å ([@B11]). Moreover, FragFit can be readily integrated into modeling approaches, where conformational changes of proteins only affect a substructure of the protein or a single domain, while the general fold remains unchanged ([@B12]). In these cases, flexible fitting of the complete structure or complex is not required. Instead, the structure can be dissembled into its different domains which are rigidly fitted ([@B13],[@B14]). FragFit can then be used to reconnect these domains or to re-model the hinge regions.

A great advantage of using FragFit compared to other methods such as Coot ([@B15]), RosettaES ([@B16]), EM-Fold ([@B17],[@B18]), Segger ([@B19]) or VolRover ([@B20]) is ease of usage. While the latter tools are powerful or even allow *de novo* modeling of backbone and side chains of regions resolved at high resolution, they require specialized knowledge ([@B21]). In contrast, FragFit can be used instantly and no installation is required.

The quality of the modeled structure depends on the type of secondary structure, resolution and presence of fragmentations or artifacts within a map. Since most maps feature fragmentations and local variations in resolution, a fully automated approach is challenging. Near native conformations are, however, regularly found in the top five results list of FragFit ([@B10]) and the 100 top hits can be visualized and selected in the FragFit web-application. Here, we use the NGL Viewer ([@B22],[@B23]) for integrated and interactive visualization. The NGL Viewer adopts capabilities of modern web browsers, such as WebGL for molecular graphics, allowing comprehensive molecular visualization even of huge trajectories derived from molecular dynamics simulations without the need to install additional software. The user can directly upload the cryo-EM density map and available structure coordinates into the NGL Viewer, handle a search and visually inspect and validate fragment candidates. The fragment database used is regularly updated. The web-service is freely available at <http://proteinformatics.de/FragFit>.

WEB SERVER CONSTRUCTION {#SEC2}
=======================

Server workflow {#SEC2-1}
---------------

The primary purpose of FragFit is to model missing segments such as loops, helices or β-sheets of up to 35 amino acids length into protein structures. The server employs a fragment-based approach for modeling of fragments into cryo-EM density maps. As a distinctive feature, FragFit provides a powerful visualization to allow interactive validation and selection by the user. A schematic of the workflow is shown in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. In the initial step, fragment-based prediction (FragSearch) is performed by a fast hierarchical search algorithm to detect suitable fragments ([@B7]). In the second step (FragFit), cross-correlation between the simulated and the experimentally determined density map is calculated for re-scoring to obtain fitting fragments. Interactive visualization and selection provided by the NGL Viewer ([@B22],[@B23]) is required to select suitable fragments especially for longer segments.

![Workflow, input panel and result table of the FragFit web-application. The top part gives an overview about the FragFit workflow, the lower part presents a screenshot of the web service with input panel (left), molecular visualization and result panel (right). As input, the PDB structure ('PDB file'), the cryo-EM density map ('Density/MRC file'), its resolution ('Map resolution'), the sequence of the queried segment ('Fragment sequence') and the stem residues flanking the queried segment (Stem residue 1/2) must be provided. As soon as a search is initiated, suitable fragments are selected from the database by geometric and sequence criteria (FragSearch). The list of suitable fragments is automatically re-scored by the cross-correlation coefficient between the simulated map of the fragment and the minimal cryo-EM density map, which is extracted during pre-processing. The output (bottom right) allows visual inspection and selection of the most appropriate fitting fragment by the NGL Viewer from the top-100 hit list (bottom center). A sortable result table (bottom right) provides information about FragSearch and FragFit scores used for ranking, sequence similarity, sequence and origin of the template and backbone clashes. If no appropriate fragment is found, the input data can be modified e.g. the search window can be extended in N- or C-terminal directions. Finally, selected fragments are integrated into the protein structure and are available for download.](gky424fig1){#F1}

Template dataset {#SEC2-2}
----------------

Two fragment database options are provided by FragFit: LIP ('Loops In Proteins') contains all overlapping fragments of 3--35 residues length extracted from all protein entries of the PDB, while LIMP ('Loops In Membrane Proteins') only composes from loops derived from membrane proteins ([@B7],[@B8],[@B24]). The LIMP database takes into account the specifics of the lipid bilayer ([@B25]) and is accordingly intended for modeling of loops in membrane proteins. With the latest regular update, the LIP database was extended from 900 million (December 2015) to more than 1 billion (November 2017) protein fragments. For each fragment the amino acid sequence, PDB ID, PDB chain label, the residue numbers of N- and C-terminal stem atoms and a geometrical fingerprint is stored in the databases.

Implementation details {#SEC2-3}
----------------------

The FragFit server integrates two major steps---the fragment search (FragSearch) and the fitting of these fragments (FragFit) into cryo-EM density (see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

FragSearch is based on the hierarchical approach implemented by Superlooper and SL2, which allows fast and efficient searches of huge databases ([@B7],[@B8]). Briefly, FragSearch selects fragment candidates of the same length as the queried segment and with a similar distance d of N- and C-terminal stem residues as in the gap of the protein structure (Δd \< 0.75 Å). The resulting candidate fragments are ranked by a geometrical fingerprint score that takes geometric matching of stem residues of fragment and the protein chain at the gap and sequence similarity into account. Fragments of highly similar three dimensional structures are filtered out from the top 1000 list to maximize the conformational space represented by this list (see ([@B9])). The top 100 list of 'suitable fragments' is finally provided and subsequently re-ranked by the local fit to cryo-EM density maps (FragFit).

FragFit employs pre-processed cryo-EM density maps for re-scoring of the top 100 list of suitable fragments. For pre-processing a minimal box enclosing the density of the queried segment is extracted from the uploaded cryo-EM density map before densities occupied by other parts of the structure are deleted. These pre-processing steps maximize segment prediction quality and minimize calculation time ([@B10]). Simulated density maps of the backbone of the fragments are generated and filtered to the resolution of the experimental cryo-EM density map using a Butterworth low pass filter. At last, to re-rank the top 100 list of suitable fragments, the Pearson cross-correlation coefficient is calculated between the simulated density maps and experimentally determined cryo-EM density maps with SPIDER ([@B26]). FragFit applies well to high or medium resolution maps. Even for resolutions above 12 Å, the overall shape of the map can restrict the space of possible fragment conformations sufficiently to guide modeling ([@B10]). In the latter case, visual inspection and control is, however, obligatory.

Technical details {#SEC2-4}
-----------------

FragFit is free to access from <http://proteinformatics.de/FragFit> and no login procedure is required. The web application is written in JavaScript and compatible with any modern web browser (Mozilla Firefox (\>v.29), Google Chrome (\>v.27), Microsoft Internet Explorer (≥v.11), Apple Safari (≥v.8)) and requires no plug-ins to be installed.

The web server is implemented as a combination of several Python modules running on a dedicated Linux server. The job management and scheduling is handled by a Python job server using the Flask framework (<http://flask.pocoo.org/>). Each job is run as a Python script performing pre-processing of the input, running external scripts and programs (Python, SPIDER and DELPHI) and preparing the output. The structure and the top 100 list of fitting fragments are visualized for interactive selection by the NGL Viewer ([@B22],[@B23]).

UTILITY AND WEB INTERFACE {#SEC3}
=========================

The FragFit web application provides an intuitive graphical user interface (GUI) integrated into the NGL GUI (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In the following, the main GUI elements for input and output are described in detail. A descriptive guide and further information are provided in the online documentation, including a method section, example results, documentation and a list of frequently asked questions.

Required server input and input modifications {#SEC3-1}
---------------------------------------------

The user has to provide a cryo-EM density map in MRC or CCP4 (MAP) format and the atomic coordinates of a protein structure in PDB format v3.x as input for the web interface of FragFit. Both are automatically loaded into the NGL Viewer for interactive inspection. Note that in order to speed up upload to the server, huge maps should be cropped to contain the domains enclosing the region of missing fragments. The density map and the structure file have to be aligned. Number and chain-ID of the stem residues (where a fragment should be modeled in) must either be typed into the respective form (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) or can be selected by directly clicking onto the stem residues within the viewer canvas. The sequence of the queried protein segment and the resolution of the cryo-EM density map need to be specified as well. For membrane proteins, planes indicating the lipid bilayer can be automatically obtained from the TMDET ([@B27]) web-service to guide modeling of membrane protein loops in the NGL Viewer ([@B22],[@B23]).

After the job has been started, the input interface remains open to provide the possibility for input modifications after initial result inspection. If no suitable candidate is found, a new search can be started with the search window extended in N- or C-terminal directions. In this case, the amino acid sequence of the queried segment is automatically expanded.

Server output {#SEC3-2}
-------------

Depending on the fragment length, finishing a search may take some seconds up to several minutes. The page is automatically updated (see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Fitting fragments can be selected from a result list and directly visualized within the cryo-EM density map by the NGL Viewer. The interactive result table is initially ranked according to the cross-correlation score, which evaluates the local fit of a fragment to the cryo-EM density map. For each candidate the FragSearch and FragFit score, PDB ID, the origin and sequence of the template protein, the sequence identity and the number of clashes is listed. Of note, the user can sort the results list by each of these columns. A selected loop candidate is automatically integrated into the structure with its target sequence and side-chains (not energetically minimized) added and can be downloaded for further usage. Since the fragments are taken from PDB structures which have undergone several steps of quality control, the fragments do not necessarily have to be refined, only the side chain rotamers might have to be edited.

CONCLUSION {#SEC4}
==========

Using a hierarchical search algorithm and efficient pre-processing of cryo-EM density maps, FragFit is able to quickly and effectively model protein segments into cryo-EM density maps. Providing visualization by an interactive web application carried out by the NGL Viewer ([@B22]), loop candidates can be inspected and controlled directly within the same application. The utility of FragFit has been proven to guide modeling of poorly resolved regions ([@B11]), but may also serve for approaches where protein domains are reconnected after rigid fitting or more generally to re-model flexible hinge regions. In summary, FragFit offers structural biologists easy access to modeling of missing segments in cryo-EM structures.
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=================
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